1. In the winter, the sun shines for fewer hours during the daytime.
2. Animals that are active at nighttime are nocturnal animals.
3. Jillian’s mom doesn’t let her ride her bike in the dark because it is too risky.
4. The pilot of the hot air balloon told us it was safe to go for a ride.
5. Phillip must clean his bedroom before he goes to soccer practice.
6. After Micah’s baseball game, his uniform was filthy and needed to be washed.
7. The gravel on the road felt rough and sharp against Tia’s bare feet.
8. I washed the clothes using the laundry machine’s gentle cycle.
9. Rory’s dad likes to read history books because he enjoys learning about the past.
10. The present weather conditions are stormy and cold.
11. It’s pretty common to find a penny laying on the ground.
12. Jenny has a unique sense of style.
13. We will combine all the ingredients in one bowl to make the cake batter.
14. The doctor’s office has separate waiting rooms for sick patients and healthy ones.
15. Rachel enjoys reading fantasy books.
16. Reality T.V. shows have become very popular over the past couple of years.

❖ Review Words ❖

17. If you want to avoid catching a cold, make sure you wash your hands regularly.
18. The hair salon’s website has not been updated with their new phone number.

★ Challenge Words ★

19. Annie’s homework assignment is to write a response to the question: “Who Is Your Hero?”
20. In the movie I watched, the villain wore a black outfit and had a cackling laugh.